
Classical Gentzen-type Methods in PropositionalMany-Valued LogicsArnon AvronSchool of Computer ScienceTel-Aviv UniversityRamat Aviv 69978, Israelemail: aa@math.tau.ac.ilAbstract. A classical Gentzen-type system is one which employs two-sided sequents, together with structural and logical rules of a certaincharacteristic form. A decent Gentzen-type system should allow for di-rect proofs, which means that it should admit some useful forms of cutelimination and the subformula property. In this survey we explain themain diÆculty in developing classical Gentzen-type systems with theseproperties for many-valued logics. We then illustrate with numerous ex-amples the various possible ways of overcoming this diÆculty, and thestrong connection between semantic completeness and cut-eliminationin each case. Our examples include practically all 3-valued and 4-valuedlogics, as well as G�odel �nite-valued logics and some well-known in�nite-valued logics.1 IntroductionMany-valued logics are, above all, Logics. This means that like any other logic,the main issue with which they deal is: what formulas follow from what setsof premises (under certain assumptions). The \many-valued" part of their namerefer to the type of semantics which determines the answers they give to this basicquestion. However, any logic needs eÆcient proof systems in order to actuallybe applied (as well as for a deeper understanding of its logical properties), andmany-valued logics are no exception. The problem of adapting to many-valuedlogics the usual methods of automated reasoning (like Gentzen-type systems,tableaux, and resolution) has therefore attracted a lot of attention in recentyears. The main idea which is used in most of the works on this subject is touse for any particular n some n-valued counterparts of the structures used inthe usual proof systems for classical logic (like sequents with n components,tableaux systems with n signs, etc.). This fact is well reected in two recentsurvey papers [H�ah99] and [BFS00] (see there for extensive list of references).In this paper we concentrate, in contrast, on proofs systems which use the samesyntactic structures as the classical ones (with particular emphasis on Gentzen-type systems, on which all other systems are based). This approach has twoadvantages. First, the implementation of the proofs systems described here canbe based on existing systems, because no new data structure is used. Second,



two sided sequents (like those used in classical logic) can directly represent theconsequence relation of any given logic, and this after all is what logics are allabout.A decent Gentzen-type system for a logic should allow for direct proofs,which means that it should admit some useful forms of cut elimination and thesubformula property. In the rest of this survey we explain the main diÆcultyin developing classical Gentzen-type systems with these properties for many-valued logics, and discuss the possible methods of overcoming this diÆculty. Wethen illustrate with numerous examples these methods. Our examples includepractically all 3-valued and 4-valued logics, as well as G�odel �nite-valued logicsand some well-known in�nite-valued logics which can be taken to be semi-�nite.One of our main goals is to demonstrate the strong connection which exists inall cases between semantic completeness and the admissibility of the cut rule.The various proofs we present (most of which are new) establish therefore both(strong) completeness and (strong) cut-elimination at the same time.2 Gentzen-type Systems| A BackgroundIn what follows L is a propositional language, p; q; r denote atomic formulas,A;B;C;  ; '; � denote arbitrary formulas (of L), and �;� denote �nite sets offormulas of L. A sequent of L has the form � ) �. We use s as a variable forsequents and S as a variable for a �nite set of sequents. Following tradition, wewrite �; ' and �;� for � [ f'g and � [� (respectively).De�nition 1.1. [Sco74b,Sco74a] A (Scott) consequence relation (scr for short) for L is abinary relation ` between (�nite) sets of formulas of L that satis�es thefollowing conditions:R reexivity: f'g ` f'g for every '.M monotonicity: if � ` � and � � � 0, � � �0 then � 0 ` �0.C cut: if � `  ;� and � 0;  ` �0 then �; � 0 ` �;�0.2. An scr ` is called structural if � ` � implies �(� ) ` �(�) for every uniformsubstitution � and for every � and �. ` is consistent (or non-trivial) if thereexist non-empty � and � s.t. � 6` �.3. A propositional logic is a pair L = hL;`Li, where L is a propositional lan-guage and `L is a structural consistent scr for L.Some notes concerning this De�nition are in order:{ The notion of an scr is a natural symmetric generalization of the notion ofa Tarskian consequence relation (tcr), which is de�ned similarly, but is arelation between sets of formulas and formulas (the monotonicity conditionapplies in it therefore only to the l.h.s.).



{ There are exactly four inconsistent �nitary scrs in any given language: theone in which � ` � i� � and � are non-empty; the one in which � ` � i�� is non-empty; the one in which � ` � i� � is non-empty; and the one inwhich � ` � for all � and �. All of them should be considered trivial, andare excluded from our de�nition of a logic.{ A useful generalization of the concept of an scr is obtained by giving upthe monotonicity condition. In what follows we shall call a reaction whichsatis�es conditions R and C of De�nition 1 a generalized scr. It is easy to seethat any generalized scr ` can be extended to an ordinary scr `� by letting� `� � i� there exist � 0 � �;�0 � � such that � 0 ` �0. There are further,less natural, generalizations of the concept of an scr in which the relation istaken to be between multisets, or even sequences, of formulas rather thansets thereof. We shall have no use here for such generalizations. In fact, weshall see that a many-valued logic always directly de�nes an scr, and anyother entailment relation associated with it is reducible to that scr (at leastin all cases I know).A Gentzen-type calculus ([Gen69]) over L is an axiomatic system which ma-nipulates higher-level constructs called sequents , rather than the formulae them-selves. There are several variants of what constitutes a sequent. Here we shallalways take it to be a construct of the form � ) �, where �;� are �nite sets offormulae of L and ) is a new symbol, not occurring in L. In other variants �;�may be either multisets or sequences of formulae. There is no real di�erence,if we assume the following standard structural rules (permutation, contraction,and expansion, respectively):�1; ';  ; �2 ) ��1;  ; '; �2 ) � � ) �1; ';  ;�2� ) �1;  ; ';�2�1; '; '; �2 ) ��1; '; �2 ) � � ) �1; '; ';�2� ) �1; ';�2�1; '; �2 ) ��1; '; '; �2 ) � � ) �1; ';�2� ) �1; '; ';�2De�nition 2. A Gentzen-type system G is called standard if its set of axiomsincludes the standard axioms:  )  (for all  ), and its set of rules includes(the standard structural rules and) the following Weakening and Cut rules:� ) �� 0; � ) �;�0 �1 ) �1; ' '; �2 ) �2�1; �2 ) �1; �2De�nition 3. A rule of a Gentzen-type system G is called pure ([Avr91b]),or multiplicative ([Gir87a]), if whenever � ) � can be inferred by it from�i ) �i (i = 1; : : : ; n) then, for arbitrary � 01; : : : ; � 0n; �01; : : : ; �0n, the sequent�; � 01; : : : ; � 0n ) �;�01; : : : ; �0n can also be inferred by it from �i; � 0i ) �i; �0i(i = 1; : : : ; n)1. G is called pure if all its rules are pure.1 In other words: a rule is pure if it is context-free. In practice, this means that thereare no side conditions on how it can be applied.



What a Gentzen-type system G directly de�nes is a Tarskian consequencerelation between sequents : A sequent s follows in G from a set S of sequents(S `G s) i� s can be derived from the sequents in S and the axioms of G usingthe rules of G. Usually, however, a Gentzen-type system G is mainly used asa tool for investigating scrs between the formulas of the underlying language.Any non-trivial standard Gentzen-type system G naturally de�nes in fact an scr(which we shall also denote by `G):De�nition 4.1. Let G be a standard Gentzen-type system. We say that � `G � i� � 0 ) �0is a theorem of G for some � 0 � �;�0 � �. `G is called the standard scrde�ned by G.2. A Gentzen-type system G over a language L is sound and complete for alogic L = hL;`Li if `L= `G. G is weakly sound and complete for L if forall  , `L  i� )  is provable in G.Proposition 1. If G is standard then the relation `G is a �nitary scr. More-over: if � and � are �nite then � `G � i� `G � ) �.We leave the easy proof for the reader. We note only that the �rst part ofthis proposition (but not the second) remains true even if the set of rules of Gdoes not include the weakening rule.Proposition 2. If a Gentzen-type system G is both standard and pure then'1; : : : ; 'n `G  1; : : : ;  m i� the empty sequent ) follows in G fromS = f() '1); : : : ; () 'n); ( 1 )); : : : ; ( m ))gThis remains true even if G is not closed under weakening.Proof: If some subsequent of '1; : : : ; 'n )  1; : : : ;  m is provable in G then) can be derived from it and the sequents in S using cuts. For the converse,assume that P is a proof in G of) from S. Obtain P � from P by adding (for eachi and j) 'i to the left hand side of all the sequents in P which depend on ) 'i,and  j to the right hand side of all the sequents which depend on  j ). Thesechanges turn the premises from S which are used in P into axioms, while theconclusion ) of P is turned into a subsequent of '1; : : : ; 'n )  1; : : : ;  m. Sinceall the rules of G are pure, all inference steps in P remain valid in P �. HenceP � is a valid proof in G of its conclusion, and so '1; : : : ; 'n `G  1; : : : ;  m.Note: `G is no doubt the most natural consequence relation associated witha given Gentzen-type system G. However, it is not the only possible or usefulone. Thus the identi�cation of a formula  with the singleton )  (implicitlyused already in De�nition 4) naturally leads to another important Tarskianconsequence relation frequently associated with G, according to which a formula follows from the set f'1; : : : ; 'ng if f() '1); : : : ; () 'n)g `G)  .



An ideal Gentzen-type system (of which the usual systems for classical logicprovide the principal examples) is a pure, standard system in which every logicalrule is an introduction rule for one connective. Moreover: it should introduceexactly one occurrence of that connective in its conclusion, no other occurrenceof connectives should be mentioned anywhere else in its formulation, and itsside formulas should be immediate subformulas of the principal formula. Thenext de�nition formulates this idea in exact terms, and provides a method fordescribing such rules.De�nition 5. ([AL01])1. A canonical rule of arity n is an expression of the form f�i ) �ig1�i�m=C,where m � 0, C is either �(p1; p2; : : : ; pn) ) or ) �(p1; p2; : : : ; pn) forsome connective � (of arity n), and for 1 � i � m, �i ) �i is a clause suchthat �i; �i � fp1; p2; : : : ; png:22. An application of a canonical rule of the form:f�i ) �ig1�i�m = � (p1; : : : ; pn) )is any inference step of the form:f�i; ��i ) �i; ��i g1�i�m�; �( 1; : : : ;  n) ) �where ��i and ��i are obtained from �i and �i (respectively) by substituting j for pj (for 1 � j � n), �i; �i are any �nite sets of formulas, � =Smi=1 �i, and � = Smi=1�i. An application of a canonical rule for introducinga connective on the right hand side is de�ned similarly.Notes:1. De�nition 5 allows the case m = 0, when canonical rules reduce to canonicalaxioms of the form �(p1; p2; : : : ; pn) ) or ) �(p1; p2; : : : ; pn). This amountsto allowing canonical propositional constants.2. We have used in the last de�nition the multiplicative form of an application ofa rule. In what follows we shall usually prefer the additive ([Gir87a]) version,in which all premises of a rule have the same side formulas. Thus an appli-cation of a canonical rule of the form f�i ) �ig1�i�m = � (p1; : : : ; pn) )has in the additive version the form:f�;��i ) �;��i g1�i�m�; �( 1; : : : ;  n) ) �where ��i and ��i are as above. The two versions are easily seen to beequivalent in the framework of standard systems (since both weakening andcontraction are available in them).2 By a clause we mean a sequent which consists of atomic formulas only. When propo-sitional clauses are written in this way, resolution and cut amount to the same thing.



Example 1. The two usual introduction rules for classical conjunction can beformulated as the two canonical rules:f(p1; p2 ))g= p1 ^ p2 ) f() p1); () p2)g =) p1 ^ p2Applications of these rules have the form:�;  ; �) ��; ^ �) � � ) �; � 0 ) �0; ��; � 0 ) �;�0;  ^ �(for the additive versions of these rules see the system GCPL below).De�nition 6. A Gentzen-type system is called canonical if its axioms includethe standard axioms, its rules include the standard structural rules, cut and weak-ening, and all its other rules and axioms are canonical.A canonical system is obviously standard and pure. However, in order for `Gto really be an scr, one further condition should be satis�ed:De�nition 7. The coherence condition: Whenever S1= � (p1; p2; : : : ; pn) )and S2= ) �(p1; p2; : : : ; pn) are rules of G, the set of clauses S1[S2 is classicallyinconsistent (and so the empty clause can be derived from it using cuts).Theorem 1. ([AL01]) If G is a canonical system then `G is consistent (and soan scr) i� the coherence condition is satis�ed. Moreover: any canonical systemwhich satis�es this condition admits cut-elimination.Example 2. The two classical rules for conjunction described in Example 1 forma coherent pair of rules, where S1 = f(p1; p2 ))g, S2 = f() p1); () p2)g. S1[S2is here the inconsistent set f(p1; p2 )); () p1); () p2)g.3 A Classical ExampleThe classical examples of canonical Gentzen-type systems are those for Classi-cal Propositional Logic (CPL) and its fragments. We present now a well-knowncanonical Gentzen-type systems for CPL. We follow [Gen69] in using the ad-ditive form of the rules. The reason is that in the classical case (as well as inmost of the systems we discuss later) the additive rules are invertible (i.e.: theirpremises can be derived in the system from their conclusion using the other rulesof the system, including cut). This property is very useful, and so in describingstandard systems we shall use the additive form of a rule whenever it is invertible.THE SYSTEM GCPLAxioms: A) AStructural Rules: Cut, Weakening (and the standard rules)



Logical Rules:(: )) � ) �;A:A;� ) � A;� ) �� ) �;:A () :)(�)) � ) �;A B; � ) �A � B;� ) � �;A) �;B� ) �;A � B ()�)(^ )) �;A;B ) ��;A ^ B ) � � ) �;A � ) �;B� ) �;A ^B () ^)(_ )) �;A) � �;B ) ��;A _ B ) � � ) �;A;B� ) �;A _B () _)The semantic of CPL is of course the classical, two-valued semantics, with theclassical interpretation of the connectives. A valuation v in ft; fg which respectsthe classical operations is a model of sentence ' if v(') = t. The correspondingclassical scr is de�ned by: � `CPL � if every model of all the sentences in � is amodel of some sentence in �. A sequent � ) � is classically valid if � `CPL �.The concepts of truth and consequence can be extended to sequents as follows:A valuation v is a model of a sequent � ) � if v(') = f for some ' 2 � , orv(') = t for some ' 2 �. A sequent s classically follows from a set S of sequentsif every model of all the sequents in S is also a model of s. It can easily be seenthen that a sequent is classically valid i� it classically follows from ;.It is not diÆcult to show that GCPL is strongly sound for the classicalsemantics described above, i.e.: if S `GCPL s than the sequent s classicallyfollows from S (in particular: if s is provable in GCPL then it is classically valid).The completeness of GCPL, on the other hand, is one of the two most importanttheorems concerning this calculus. The other one is Gentzen's celebrated cut-elimination theorem ([Gen69,TS00]). We present and simultaneously prove nowstrengthened forms of both theorems.Theorem 2. Strong Completeness and Cut-elimination for GCPL: Asequent s classically follows from S = f�1 ) �1; : : : ; �n ) �ng i� s has a proofin GCPL from S in which all cuts are done on formulas in Sni=1 �i [Sni=1�i.Proof: We start by introducing some de�nitions. Let F = Sni=1 �i [Sni=1�i.An S-cut is an application of the cut rule in which the cut formula belongs toF . An S-proof of a sequent s is a derivation of s in GCPL in which the sequentsof S may be used as extra axioms, and all the cuts are S-cuts. Finally, a sequent� � ) �� is called S-saturated if:(1) It has no S-proof.(2) If ' 2 F then ' 2 � � [��(3) If ' �  2 �� then ' 2 � � and  2 ��



If ' �  2 � � then either ' 2 �� or  2 � �(4) Similar conditions, corresponding to the other rules of GCPL, obtain forthe other connectives.We shall show now that if s does not have an S-proof then there is a model of Swhich is not a model of s. This will be done in two stages, reected in the twolemmas below. The theorem easily follows from these two lemmas.Lemma 1. If � ) � has no S-proof then it can be extended to an S-saturatedsequent � � ) ��.Proof of Lemma 1: Let � � ) �� be a maximal extension of � ) � whichdoes not have an S-proof, and such that � �[�� contains only formulas from F �,where F � is the set of subformulas of formulas in F [ � [� (since F � is �nite,such a maximal extension exists). Obviously, if ' 2 F � then ' 62 � � (' 62 ��)i� '; � � ) �� (� � ) ��; ') has an S-proof. It follows that if ' 2 F � but' 62 � � [ �� then both � � ) ��; ' and '; � � ) �� have S-proofs. ' cannottherefore be an element of F in such a case, since otherwise an S-cut on ' wouldprovide an S-proof of � � ) ��. Hence � � ) �� satis�es the second conditionin the de�nition of an S-saturated sequent. We show now that it satis�es theothers as well. So assume, e.g., that ' �  2 ��. In such a case � � ) �� canbe derived from '; � � ) ��;  in a single logical inference step. It follows that'; � � ) ��;  has no S-proof, and so the maximality property of � � ) ��implies that ' 2 � � and  2 ��. The other conditions are proved similarly.Lemma 2. If � � ) �� is S-saturated then there is a model of S which is nota model of � � ) ��.Proof of Lemma 2: De�ne v(p) = � t p 2 � �f p 62 � �We show by induction on the complexity of ' that v(') = t for every ' 2 � �,and v(') = f for every ' 2 �� (and so v is not a model of � � ) ��). If p isatomic this follows immediately from the de�nition of v and the fact that ifp 2 �� then p 62 � � (otherwise � � ) �� would have a trivial S-proof). Assumenow that ' = � �  (other cases are treated similarly). In such a case if ' 2 ��then � 2 � � and  2 ��. Hence v(�) = t and v( ) = f by induction hypothesis,and so v(') = f . If, on the other hand, ' 2 � � then either � 2 �� or  2 � �.Hence either v(�) = f or v( ) = t, and in either case v(') = t.It remains to show that v is a model of S. Let �i ) �i be an element of S.Then �i [�i � � � [�� because � � ) �� is S-saturated. It cannot be the casethat both �i � � � and �i � ��, because in such a case � � ) �� would have atrivial S-proof (using only weakenings). Hence either ' 2 �� for some ' 2 �i,or ' 2 � � for some ' 2 �i. In the �rst case v(') = f and so v is a model of�i ) �i; in the second v(') = t, and again v is a model of �i ) �i.



Theorem 2 has the following immediate corollaries:Corollary 1. Completeness of GCPL:1. A sequent s classically follows from a set S of sequents i� S `GCPL s.2. � `CPL � i� � `GCPL �.Corollary 2. Strong Cut-elimination for GCPL ([Gir87b,Avr93]):1. � ) � is derivable in GCPL from S = f�1 ) �1; : : : ; �n ) �ng i�it has a proof in GCPL from S in which all cuts are done on formulas inSni=1 �i [Sni=1�i.2. `GCPL � ) � i� it has in GCPL a cut-free proof.Note: The proof we have just presented demonstrates the semantic approach tothe issue of cut-elimination, and it is paradigmatic: all our proofs below for othersystems use similar methods and lines of thought (though the details might bemore complicated). It should be noted that Gentzen's original method of proof,in contrast, was completely syntactic: it shows how to constructively eliminatecuts by a double induction on the complexity of the cut-formula and on the sumof the lengths (or of the heights) of the proofs of their premises. This approachhas its own advantages, but for our present purpose of demonstrating the deepconnection between the admissibility of the cut rule and semantic completeness,the semantic approach is superior.The (strong) cut-elimination theorem for GCPL has many applications, like:decidability, the interpolation theorem, and the subformula property. It is alsothe basis for the two main proof search methods for CPL (see [Avr93] for moredetails):The Tableaux Method: Try to show that � `CPL � by searching for a cut-freeproof of � ) � in GCPL. This is done by applying \backwards" the invertibleversions of the rules. In particular: one shows that ' is valid by searching fora cut-free proof of ) '. This gives either such a proof, or an equivalent set ofclauses (i.e.: sequents consisting of atomic formulas) which can be translatedinto a conjunctive normal form for '.The Resolution Method: Try to show that '1; : : : ; 'n `CPL  1; : : : ;  k byshowing that the empty sequent ) can be derived in GCPL from the set:f() '1); ; : : : ; () 'n); ( 1 )); : : : ; ( k ))g(In particular, show that a formula ' is valid by proving that (')) `GCPL)).For this replace (using tableaux) each () 'i) and ( j )) by an equivalent setof clauses. By the strong cut-elimination theorem, if ) is derivable from theoriginal set of sequents, then it can be derived from the union of the equivalentsets of clauses using only cuts.



4 The Problem with Many-Valued LogicsWe start by de�ning in precise terms what we mean by \a �nite-valued logic",and, more generally, \a many-valued logic".De�nition 8.1. A matrix M for a language L is a triple hM;D;Oi such that:(a) M is a nonempty set (of \truth-values").(b) D is a proper, nonempty subset of M (the \designated values").3(c) O is a set of operations on M , so that for each connective of L there isa corresponding operation on M .2. Let M =< M;D;O > be a matrix for L. A function v from the set offormulas of L into M is called a valuation in M if it respects the operationsin O. A valuation v is an M-model of a formula ' of L if v(') 2 D. v is anM-model of a set T of formulas if it is an M-model of each element of T .3. Let M be a matrix for L. `M, the consequence relation induced by M, isde�ned by: � `M � i� every model of � is a model of some formula in �.4. A sequent � ) � is M-valid if � `M �.5. Let M be a matrix for L. A valuation v is an M-model of a sequent � ) �if v(') 62 D for some ' 2 � , or v(') 2 D for some ' 2 �. A sequent sfollows in M from a set S of sequents if every M-model of all the sequentsin S is also an M-model of s.It is easy to see that `M is indeed a consequence relation (this is true in factfor any relation which is based on some notion of a \model" in a way similar tothat of `M), that hL;`Mi is a logic (see De�nition 1), and that again a sequentis M-valid i� it follows in M from ;. Obviously, the various parts of the lastDe�nition are all straightforward generalizations of the corresponding classicalnotions.De�nition 9.Let n � 2 be a natural number. A logic L = hL;`Li is called n-valued if thereexists a matrix M for L such that M has exactly n elements, and `M=`L. Lis called weakly n-valued if there exists an n-valued matrix M for L such thatfor every sentence ', `M ' i� `L ' .Notes:1. A matrix M is frequently used for de�ning entailment relations (which areusually not scrs) other than `M. In all cases we know the de�nitions of thesealternative consequence relations can be reduced to the validity of certainformulas in M (usually connected to what is taken to be the \oÆcial" impli-cation connective of the logic), and so to `M. Thus the \consequence rela-tion" usually associated with  Lukasiewicz 3-valued logic can be characterized3 In [Urq86] and elsewhere the only condition concerning D is that it should be asubset of M . We exclude here the two extreme cases (D = M and D = ;) becausethe corresponding scrs (as de�ned below) are not consistent.



as follows: '1; : : : ; 'n `  i� the formula '1 ! ('2 ! (: : : ('n !  ) : : :)) isvalid in  Lukasiewicz 3-valued matrix. Similar de�nitions are used for manyother �nite-valued \logics". Therefore by �nding an appropriate Gentzen-type system which is sound and complete for `M (or at least weakly com-plete for it) we almost always solve also the problem of Gentzenizing otherlogics which are based on M.2. In the literature the term \many-valued logic" usually has a broader sensethan the notion of a \�nite-valued logic" which we have just de�ned. Inparticular: it includes some logics which do not have a �nite characteristicmatrix. However, the scope of this notion should be restricted somehow,since if we allow arbitrary characteristic matrices then every logic (closedunder substitution) would become \many-valued" by a famous theorem of Los and Suszko ([ LS58,Urq86]). Our next de�nition demarcates the class of\many-valued" logics which are dealt with in this paper:De�nition 10. A logic L = hL;`Li is called (weakly) many-valued if thereexists a matrix M for L such that `M=`L (`M ' i� `L ' for every sentence'), and for every �nite � and � (for every sentence ') there is a �nite submatrixM� of M such that � `L � (`L ') i� � `M� � (`M� ').The following theorem is the main obstacle to providing decent Gentzen-typecalculi for many-valued logics:Theorem 3. ([AL01]) Let G be a consistent canonical calculus. Then eitherG de�nes a logic which is a fragment of classical logic, or it is not sound andcomplete for any many-valued logic.It follows that a Gentzen-type calculus for a given many-valued logic shoulduse at least one of the following:{ Noncanonical rules And/or axioms which are neither standard nor canonical{ Impure rules (i.e.: rules with side conditions on their applications){ A nonstandard set of structural rulesIn the following sections we shall see examples of all these alternatives.5 Three-Valued LogicsWe start with the simplest type of non-classical many-valued logics: the three-valued ones. We assume (w.l.o.g.) that those three values are t; f and I , wheret is designated and f is not. The 3-valued logics are accordingly divided intotwo classes: those in which I is designated (i.e. D = ft; Ig), and those in whichit is not (i.e. D = ftg). The logics inside each class di�er only with respect tothe expressive power of their languages. Hence a logic the language of whichincludes a functionally complete sets of 3-valued operations contains all otherlogics in its class. Essentially there are therefore just two 3-valued logics, and



all the rest are just fragments of them. Our main strategy in what follows istherefore to select for each of the two cases an appropriate functionally completeset of connectives, and then to �nd a sound and complete set of rules for that set.Under one minimal requirement from the language (that it includes the moststandard three-valued negation), this will allow us to �nd an adequate set ofrules for every connective, and so for every 3-valued logic (having this negation).A crucial guiding line in choosing in each case an appropriate set of connec-tives is to use, as far as possible, connectives which are obvious counterpartsof the common classical connectives. Moreover: we want our systems to closelyresemble GCPL (so that their use and implementation would require almostno new e�orts). We also want to employ connectives which are actually usedin current applications of 3-valued logics. Now the most famous 3-valued logics(including, e.g.,  Lukasiewicz'  L3 ([ Luk67])) and Kleene's K3 ([Kle50])) employgeneralizations of the classical connectives :, _ and ^, in which _, ^ are in-terpreted as the max and min operations (respectively) according to the orderf � I � t, while the interpretation of : is given by::t = f :f = t :I = IThe above three connectives are not expressive enough for de�ning (in eitherof the two cases) an implication connective for which the two classical rules (orjust both MP and the deduction theorem) are valid. For this we use the followinggeneral construction from [AA96]:De�nition 11. Let M = hM;D;Oi be a matrix such that t 2 D. The naturalimplication operation of M is de�ned by:a � b = � b if a 2 Dt if a 62 DUnlike in the two-valued case, the resulting set of connectives f:;_;^;�g isnot functionally complete yet (in both cases). In [Avr99] it is proved, however,that by adding the propositional constants f and I (interpreted as the corre-sponding truth values), one does get a functionally complete set of connectives.In what follows we shall use therefore the set f:;_;^;�; f; Ig as our basic set ofconnectives. Note that among the connectives of this set only the propositionalconstant I is not a counterpart of a standard classical operation and is pecu-liar to three-valued logics (any functionally complete set of 3-valued connectivesshould contain at least one connective of this sort, of course).Notes:1. Unlike the other connectives, the interpretation of � depends on the choiceof D. Hence we use here in fact two di�erent implications: �ftg (in thecase D = ftg), and �ft;Ig (in the case D = ft; Ig). The two implications arehowever de�nable in terms of each other using negation and the propositionalconstant f . In fact, a �ftg b = :(:a �ft;Ig f) _ b and similarly a �ft;Ig b =:(:a �ftg f)_b. In what follows we shall usually use just � for both, relyingon the context for determining which one we have in mind.



2. The connective �ftg was originally introduced by S lupecki in [S lu36]. It wasindependently reintroduced in [Mon67,Woj84,Sch86] and [Avr91a] (see also[Bus96]). The language f:;_;^;�ftgg is equivalent ([Avr91a]) to that usedin the logic LPF of the VDM project ([Jon86]), as well as to the language of Lukasiewicz 3-valued logic  L3 ([ Luk67])).43. The connective �ft;Ig was �rst introduced in [DdC70,dC74]. It was in-dependently introduced also in [Avr86]. The language f:;_;^;�ft;Igg isequivalent to that used in the standard 3-valued paraconsistent logic J3([D'o85,Avr86,Roz89,Eps90]. In [Avr91a], it is called Pac), as well as tothat used in the semi-relevant system RM3 ([AB75,AB92,Dun86]. See also[Avr86,Avr91a]).5De�nition 12.1. Mftg3 is the 3-valued matrix for the language f:;_;^;�; f; Ig in which D =ftg and the interpretation of � is �ftg.2. Mft;Ig3 is the 3-valued matrix for the language f:;_;^;�; f; Ig in whichD = ft; Ig and the interpretation of � is �ft;Ig.5.1 The Use of Noncanonical Rules and AxiomsThe most important feature of canonical rules is that they introduce exactly onenew occurrence of a connective at a time. Most of the Gentzen-type systems formany-valued logics give up this feature by allowing rules which introduce twooccurrences of connectives at the same time. To see how to satisfactorily do itin the present case we check �rst what rules of GCPL remain valid accordingto their 3-valued interpretations. It can easily be seen that this is the case withthe classical rules for _;^, and �. This is true for both Mftg3 and Mft;Ig3 . Thesituation with negation is di�erent: in both matrices one of the two rules for :is valid, while the other is not. In Mftg3 the rule (: )) is valid while () :) isnot, and the opposite is true in Mft;Ig3 . It follows that : is the connective whichneeds noncanonical rules. It seems that the best way to handle negation is toreplace, �rst of all, its two classical rules with standard rules for the combinationof negation with the classical connectives of the language. This is what is donein the following basic system (from [Avr91a]):THE SYSTEM GBS: This is the systems obtained from GCPL by deleting thetwo rules for negation and adding instead the following rules and axioms:4 It is in fact the language of all 3-valued operations which are classically closed (See[Avr99] for further details and references).5 It is the language of all 3-valued operations which are classically closed and free([Avr99]).



(:: )) A;� ) �::A;� ) � � ) �;A� ) �;::A () ::)(: �)) A;:B;� ) �:(A � B); � ) � � ) �;A � );:B� ) �;:(A � B) () : �)(:_ )) �;:A;:B ) ��;:(A _B) ) � � ) �;:A � ) �;:B� ) �;:(A _ B) () :_)(:^ )) �;:A) � �;:B ) ��;:(A ^B) ) � � ) �;:A;:B� ) �;:(A ^ B) () :^)(f )) f ) ) :f () :f)Theorem 4. Strong Soundness of GBS: If S `GBS s than the sequent sfollows from S in any matrix hM;D;Oi (for a language which includes that ofGBS) that satis�es the following conditions:1. t 2 D and f 62 D2. the interpretation of the propositional constant f is the truth value f , andthe interpretation of � is like in De�nition 11.3. a _ b 2 D i� a 2 D or b 2 D4. a ^ b 2 D i� a 2 D and b 2 D5. The operation : is an extension of the classical negation which satis�es theDe Morgan laws as well as the double negation law, i.e.::t = f; :f = t; ::a = a; :(a _ b) = :a ^ :b; :(a ^ b) = :a _ :bProof: We show here the validity of the (: �)) rule, leaving the other casesfor the reader. So assume that v is a model of A;:B;� ) �. We show thatit is also a model of :(A � B); � ) �. This is obvious in case v(') 62 D forsome ' 2 � or v(') 2 D for some ' 2 �. Otherwise either v(A) 62 D, orv(A) 2 D and v(:B) 62 D. In the �rst case v(:(A � B)) = f , in the secondv(:(A � B)) = v(:B), and so in both v(:(A � B)) 62 D.It immediately follows from the last theorem that GBS is strongly sound forboth Mftg3 and Mft;Ig3 . It is obvious therefore that in order to get correspondingsound and complete systems one needs to extend GBS.THE SYSTEM GMftg3 : This is GBS together with the following axioms::A;A)I ) :I )



THE SYSTEM GMft;Ig3 : This is GBS together with the following axioms:) :A;A) I ) :ITheorem 5. Strong Soundness, Completeness and Cut-elimination forGMftg3 and GMft;Ig3 : For D 2 fftg; ft; Igg, a sequent � ) � follows in MD3from S = f�1 ) �1; : : : ; �n ) �ng i� � ) � has a proof in GMD3 from S inwhich all cuts are done on formulas in Sni=1 �i [Sni=1�i.Proof: We give the proof for GMft;Ig3 (the case of GMftg3 is dual).Since it is easy to check that the extra axioms of GMft;Ig3 are valid in Mft;Ig3 ,the strong soundness of GMft;Ig3 follows from Theorem 4.The simultaneous proof of strong completeness and the admissibility of Cutclosely follows the proof of Theorem 2. We de�ne the notions of an S-cut, anS-proof, and an S-saturated sequent like there (only in the de�nition of an S-saturated sequent one should replace, of course, the conditions which correspondsto the classical rules of negation by the conditions induced by the negation rulesof GBS. For example: the condition that if :(A � B) 2 � � then A 2 � � and:B 2 � �). It remains then to prove the obvious counterparts of lemmas 1 and2 of that proof. The proof here of Lemma 1 is identical to its proof there. Toprove Lemma 2 (i.e.: that if � � ) �� is S-saturated, then there is a model of Swhich is not a model of � � ) ��) we de�ne:v(p) = 8<: t :p 2 ��I p 62 ��;:p 62 ��f p 2 ��Since ) p;:p is an axiom of GMft;Ig3 , and � � ) �� is S-saturated, it isimpossible that both p and :p are elements of ��. Hence v is well de�ned. Weprove now that it has the property that if ' 2 � � then v(') 2 D (which isft; Ig in the case we are doing) and if ' 2 �� then v(') 62 D. From this thefact that v is model of S which is not a model of � � ) �� follows exactly asin the proof of Theorem 2. To show this crucial property of v we use inductionon the complexity of '. The case where ' is a literal (i.e.: an atomic formulaor a negation of such a formula) other than f;:f; I , and :I is immediate fromthe de�nition of v and the fact that if ' 2 � � then ' 62 �� (since � � ) �� isS-saturated). The cases where ' 2 ff;:f; I;:Ig also follow from this fact, usingthe relevant axioms of GMft;Ig3 (for example, if I 2 � � then trivially v(') 2 D,because always v(') = I 2 D, while it cannot be the case that I 2 ��, becauseotherwise � � ) �� would have had a trivial S-proof from the axiom ) I). Theinduction step is very much like in the classical case, and basically follows fromthe fact that all the logical rules of GMft;Ig3 are semantically invertible 6. We do6 This is true of course also for GMftg3 , and so the proof of the induction step isidentical in both systems!



the case where ' = :(A � B) as an example. Well, if :(A � B) 2 � � then alsoA 2 � � and :B 2 � �. Hence, by induction hypothesis, both v(A) and v(:B)are in D. But if v(A) 2 D then v(:(A � B)) = v(:B), and so v(:(A � B)) 2 Das well. Similarly, if :(A � B) 2 �� then either A 2 �� or :B 2 ��. Henceeither v(A) 62 D or v(:B) 62 D. If v(A) 62 D then v(:(A � B)) = f 62 D. If not,then v(:(A � B)) = v(:B), and so again v(:(A � B)) 62 D.Corollary 3. Strong Completeness of GMftg3 and GMft;Ig3 : Let D be eitherftg or ft; Ig.1. A sequent s follows in MD3 from a set S of sequents i� S `GMD3 s.2. � `MD3 � i� � `GMD3 �.Corollary 4. Strong Cut-elimination for GMftg3 and GMft;Ig3 : Let D beeither ftg or ft; Ig.1. � ) � is derivable in GMD3 from S = f�1 ) �1; : : : ; �n ) �ng i� ithas a proof in GMD3 from S in which all cuts are done on formulas inSni=1 �i [Sni=1�i.2. `GMD3 � ) � i� it has in GMD3 a cut-free proof.Notes:1. From the proof of Theorem 5 it is clear that we may restrict the variousaxioms of GMftg3 and GMft;Ig3 to the case in which they contain only literals.2. The second parts of each of the last two corollaries were proved in [Avr91a].The �rst parts are new here.Theorem 5 and its corollaries have the same applications and consequencesin the 3-valued case as in the two-valued one. Examples are the interpolationtheorem, and an appropriate version of the subformula property (according towhich a proof of a sequent contains only subformulas of this sequent, or nega-tions of proper subformulas of it). It also leads to versions of the tableaux andresolution methods which are very similar to those used in the classical case.The di�erences are as follows:1. A \clause" in the present context is a sequent which contains only literalson both sides. Since all the rules of the systems above are invertible, everysequent can be reduced to an equivalent �nite set of clauses (in this sense)by the corresponding tableaux rules.2. A clause � ) � is valid not only when � \� 6= ;, but also when it containsother axioms of the corresponding system (for example: if for some atomicp, fp;:pg � � (in case D = ftg), or fp;:pg � � (in case D = ft; Ig)).3. For proving '1; : : : ; 'n `  1; : : : ;  k using resolution, the set of clauses ob-tained from the set f() '1); ; : : : ; () 'n); ( 1 )); : : : ; ( k ))g should beextended with all nonstandard axioms of the corresponding system whichcontain atomic formulas occurring in the original sequent (for example: se-quents of the form p;:p) (in case D = ftg) or) p;:p (in case D = ft; Ig).



Note: In the tableaux method one should basically consider 4 types of signedformulas: T', T:', F', and F:'. It might be more convenient to use insteadfour di�erent signs: T, TN, F and FN. The resulting rules become very similarto the classical ones (but T:', e.g., is reduced to FN' rather than to F').There are then also several ways to close a branch, each closely related to theclassical case (except those in which I is involved). For example: in the languagewithout the propositional constants a branch is closed i� for some ', it containseither T' and F', or TN' and FN', or (in case D = ftg) T' and FN', or (incase D = ft; Ig) TN' and F'.5.2 Systems for  Lukasiewicz Logic  L3 and for RM3Since the sets of connectives used in the complete systems above are functionallycomplete, we can use the rules of these systems as a basis for �nding an adequateset of rules for every connective (and choice of D), and so for every 3-valuedlogic (provided its language includes :). As an example, we show how to handle Lukasiewicz 3-valued logic. This logic is in fact equivalent ([Avr99]) to the logicof Mftg3 in the language of :;_;^;�. However, instead of � another connectiveis taken as primitive (and as the oÆcial \implication" connective of the logic): Lukasiewicz 3-valued implication !L (or just !, when no confusion may arise).Giving a decent Gentzen-type system for  Lukasiewicz 3-valued logic amountstherefore to providing an appropriate set of rules for his implication. Now '!  is equivalent (in the strong sense of always having the same truth-value) to theformula (' �ftg  )^ (: �ftg :'). This leads to the following four rules for !:(!)) �;: ) � �;') � � )  ;:';��;  ! ') �()!) �;  ) ';� �;:') : ;�� )  ! ';�(:!)) �;  ;:') ��;:( ! ') ) �():!) � )  ;� � ) :';�� ) :( ! '); �Let us explain, as an example, how the �rst (and most complicated) rulein this list is obtained. Well, the sequent �;  ! ' ) � is equivalent to thesequent �; ( � ') ^ (:' � : ) ) �. Using the invertibility of the rules ofGMftg3 (which can easily be established using cuts or the strong completeness ofGMftg3 ) we �nd that this sequent is equivalent to the following set of sequents:f(';: ; � ) �); ('; � ) �;:'); (: ; � ) �; ); (� ) �; ;:')gNow the second sequent in this list, '; � ) �;:', can be replaced by the simpler'; � ) �, to which it is equivalent in GMftg3 (the �rst can be derived from the



second using weakening, the second can be derived from the �rst by using acut with the axiom :'; ' )). Similarly, the third sequent can be replaced bythe equivalent : ; � ) �. After these replacements the �rst sequent in the listbecomes superuous (since it can be derived from either of the two new sequentsusing weakening), and can be deleted. We are left with the set of premises usedin the rule (!)) above.Note: It should be emphasized again, that the sequents of the Gentzen-typesystem we have just presented for  Lukasiewicz 3-valued logic do not reect the\consequence relation" which is induced by using ! as the oÆcial implication.That relation is not even a Tarskian consequence relation, since it is a relationbetween multisets of formulas and formulas, not between sets of formulas andformulas. Indeed, the contraction rule fails for this relation. However, a sentence follows in it from a multiset of sentences '1; : : : ; 'n i� the singleton sequent) '1 ! ('2 ! (: : : ('n !  ) : : :)) is provable in the system we have justdescribed.The counterpart of  Lukasiewicz 3-valued logic in the case where D = ft; Igis the semi-relevant system RM3 ([AB75,AB92,Dun86]), which is the strongestlogic in the family of the relevant logics. Its language is equivalent in its ex-pressive power to that of f:;_;^;�ft;Igg (sometimes also f is added), butagain instead of � another connective is taken as primitive (and as the oÆ-cial \implication" connective of the logic). This time this is Soboci�nski's im-plication !S from [Sob52]. Again ' !S  is strongly equivalent ([Avr86]) to(' �ft;Ig  ) ^ (: �ft;Ig :'), and again this leads to a set of rules for !Swhich is very similar to that for  Lukasiewicz implication. The only di�erence isthat the rule (!)) above should be replaced by the following dual (all otherrules remain the same):� ) �; � ) �;:' �;: ; ') ��; ! ') �5.3 A Semi-Canonical System for Soboci�nski LogicAs we have emphasized above, there can be no canonical system which is soundand complete for a given �nite-valued logic (unless it is sound and complete forsome two-valued matrix). Nevertheless, in this subsection we present GRMm,a Gentzen-type system for the important 3-valued logic of Soboci�nski, which isalmost canonical in the sense that all its logical rules are canonical, its axioms arestandard, and in addition to these rules and axioms it has only purely structuralrules (the only reason we call it \semi-canonical" is that instead of the fullweakening rule it has a certain weaker version). One should note, however, thatGRMm is only weakly complete (see De�nition 4) for the ordinary scr de�nedby Soboci�nski's 3-valued matrix, although it is strongly complete for a certaingeneralized scr (see the third note after De�nition 1) which is based on thismatrix and is described below.



Soboci�nski 3-valued matrix was �rst introduced and weakly axiomatized in[Sob52]. It was later shown ([AB75]) to be equivalent to RMm, the purely multi-plicative (or \intensional") fragment of Dunn-McCall semi-relevant system RM .The idea behind this logic is that the content of certain sentences may be takenas totally insigni�cant for certain purposes. When this is the case no real truth-value should be attached to such sentences. This situation is represented byassigning to them the \truth-value" I (meaning \Insigni�cant", or \Irrelevant",or \don't care"), which should not be taken as a real truth-value. Now the themain principles that guide the semantics of the logic are that a complex is sig-ni�cant i� at least one of its components is signi�cant, and that only signi�cantscomponents should be taken into account in computing truth values and in de-ductions. Thus a conjunction of sentences should be taken as true i� it has somesigni�cant conjunct, and all its signi�cant conjuncts are true. It should be takenas false i� at least one of its conjuncts is false (such a conjunct is then signi�cantby de�nition). This leads to the following interpretation for a binary conjunction,which we denote here by 
: 7a
 b =8<:f if a = f or b = fI if a = I and b = It otherwiseThe principles described above imply that a 3-valued n-ary connective � (n � 1)may be allowed in the language i� it satis�es the following condition:�(a1; : : : ; an) = I i� a1 = a2 = : : : = an = IIt can be proved that a connective satis�es this condition i� it is de�nable inthe language of f:;
g (where : is the standard 3-valued negation). We taketherefore these connectives as the primitive connectives of the logic (instead of
 we could have taken the implication !S described at the end of the previoussubsection, since it is easy to see that 
 and !S are de�nable from each otherusing : exactly like the conjunction and implication of CPL).The principles described above determine also the logic's concept of validity,which takes into account only valuations which are relevant to the formulas orsequents under consideration:De�nition 13.1. A valuation v is relevant to a formula ' i� it assigns a real truth value (eithert or f) to at least one atomic formula which occurs in ' (this happens i�v(') 2 ft; fg). v is relevant to a sequent � ) � i� it is relevant to at leastone formula in � [� (i� v(p) 2 ft; fg for some atomic formula which occursin � ) �).7 This is the notation which was used by Girard in [Gir87a] for his multiplicative con-junction, which is characterized by the multiplicative versions the classical canonicalrules for conjunction (Example 1 above, and the system below). Nowadays this is thecommon notation for multiplicative conjunction in all substructural logics, includingrelevant logics.



2. A sequent � ) � is called RMm-valid i� for every v which is relevant to itwe have that v(') = f for some ' 2 � or v(') = t for some ' 2 �.It can easily be seen that a sequent � ) � is RMm-valid if every valuation vagrees with it, when we say that v agrees with � ) � if either v(') = f for some' 2 � , or v(') = t for some ' 2 �, or v(') = I for all ' 2 � [� 8. It followsthat a sequent of the form ) ' is RMm-valid i� v(') 2 ft; Ig for every valuationv, i.e.: i� ' is valid in Mft;Ig3 . Hence a Gentzen-type system which proves exactlythe RMm-valid sequents would be weakly complete for the multiplicative (i.e.:the f:;!Sg-) fragment of RM3. We present now such a Gentzen-type system.THE SYSTEM GRMmAxioms: A) AStructural Rules: Cut, and the following Mingle 9 rule:�1 ) �1 �2 ) �2�1; �2 ) �1; �2Logical Rules:(: )) � ) �;A:A;� ) � A;� ) �� ) �;:A () :)(
 )) �;A;B ) ��;A
B ) � �1 ) �1; A �2 ) �2; B�1; �2 ) �1; �2; A
B () 
)Notes:1. Recall that �;� etc. are here �nite sets of formulas, and that we should inprinciple have written fAg rather than just A.2. As in GCPL, it is easy to see that it suÆces to take as axioms only sequentsof the form p ) p where p is atomic. In the rest of this section we assumethat this is the case.Theorem 6. Soundness of GRMm: If `GRMm s then s is RMm-valid.Proof: From the de�nition of validity it follows that any axiom of GRMm isvalid, because given a valuation v, the three possibilities (v(p) = f , v(p) = t,and v(p) = I) exactly match the three cases in which v agrees with p ) p. Wenext prove for every rule of GRMm that if a valuation v agrees with its premisesthen it agrees also with its conclusion. We do here the two more diÆcult cases,leaving the other cases for the reader.8 It is easy to see that by de�ning � `Sob � i� this condition obtains for all v we geta generalized scr `Sob.9 Also called \mix" in the literature on Linear Logic ([Gir87a]).



{ The case of Cut: Suppose that v agrees with both �1 ) �1; ' and '; �2 )�2. We show that it also agrees with �1; �2 ) �1; �2. This is obviousif v(A) = f for some A 2 �1; �2 or v(A) = t for some A 2 �1; �2. Ifthis is not the case then v(') cannot be t (since otherwise v would notagree with '; �2 ) �2), and it is not f either (since otherwise v would notagree with �1 ) �1; '). It follows that v(') = I , and the only possibilitythat remains for v to agree with the two premises is that v(A) = I for allA 2 �1; �2; �1; �2. But in this case it again agrees with �1; �2 ) �1; �2.{ The case of () 
): Suppose that v agrees with �1 ) �1; ' as well as with�2 ) �2;  . We show that it also agrees with �1; �2 ) �1; �2; '
  . Thisis obvious if v(A) = f for some A 2 �1; �2 or v(A) = t for some A 2 �1; �2.If this is not the case then there are four possibilities: v(') = t and v( ) = t,v(') = t and v(A) = I for all A 2 �2 [�2 [ f g, v( ) = t and v(A) = I forall A 2 �1 [�1 [ f'g, and v(A) = I for all A 2 �1 [ �2 [�1 [�2 [ f';  g.In the �rst three cases v('
 ) = t. In the forth v(A) = I for every formulaA in �1 [ �2 [�1 [�2 [ f'
  g.Our next goal is to prove the completeness of GRMm and the cut-eliminationtheorem for it. As usual in this paper, this will be done simultaneously.Notations: For the rest of this section \`" and \provable" mean \provable inGRMm without a cut". A(X) denotes the sets of atomic formulas which occursin X (X may be a formula or a sequent).The following Lemma shows that an important special case of weakening isadmissible in GRMm:Lemma 1: If ` � ) � and A(') � A(� ) �) then ` '; � ) � and` � ) �;'.Proof of Lemma 1: By induction on the complexity of '. The base case (where' is atomic) is done by induction on the length of the proof of � ) �. Thebase case of this inner induction uses the special form we use for the axioms ofGRMIm, while both the induction step of the inner induction and the inductionstep of the main one are easy consequence of the fact that all rules of GRMmare pure (multiplicative).De�nition 14. Let � ) � be a sequent such that 6` � ) �. � ) � is calledsaturated if it also satis�es the following conditions:(i) If :' 2 � then ' 2 �(ii) If :' 2 � then ' 2 �(iii) If '
  2 � then ' 2 � and  2 �(iv) If '
  2 � and 6` � ) �;' then ' 2 �(v) If '
  2 � and 6` � ) �; then  2 �.



Lemma 2: If 6` � ) � then there exists a saturated sequent � � ) �� suchthat � � � �, � � ��, 6` � � ) �� and A(� � ) ��) = A(� ) �).Proof of Lemma 2: If 6` � ) � and � ) � is not saturated then it is possibleto properly extend � ) � by some of its subformulas without making the newsequent provable (this is obvious and standard if one of the conditions (i){(iii) isviolated by � ) �, and trivial in the special cases (iv){(v)). Since � ) � hasonly �nitely many subformulas, this process must stop with a saturated sequent.Lemma 3: If � ) � is saturated and 6` � ) � then � ) � has a counter-model (i.e.: a valuation v which does not agree with it).Proof of Lemma 3: Assume that � ) � has these properties. De�ne:I(� ) �) = fp 2 A(� ) �) j p 2 � \�gv(p) = 8<: I p 2 I(� ) �)t p 2 �; p 62 �f p 62 �We show that this v is a countermodel of � ) �. For this we �rst showby induction on the complexity of ' that if ' 2 � then v(') 6= f , and if' 2 � then v(') 6= t. This is obvious in case ' is atomic. In case ' = : the claim follows easily from the induction hypothesis and conditions (i){(ii)from De�nition 14. If ' =  1 
  2 and ' 2 � then the claim follows fromthe induction hypothesis concerning  1 and  2 and condition (iii) of De�nition14. Finally assume that ' =  1 
  2 and ' 2 �. Had both � ) �; 1 and� ) �; 2 been provable, so � ) � would have been (since ' 2 �). Hence oneof those sequents is unprovable. Assume, e.g., that 6` � ) �; 1. Then  1 2 �by condition (iv) of De�nition 14. Hence v( 1) 6= t by induction hypothesis. Ifv( 1) = f then v(') = f 6= t. Assume, therefore, that v( 1) = I . Hence v(p) = Ifor every p 2 A( 1), and so A( 1) � I(� ) �). Now ` A( 1) ) A( 1)because of the Mingle rule, and so ` A( 1) ) A( 1);  1 by Lemma 1. It isnot possible therefore that ` � ) �; 2, since otherwise we would have that` �;A( 1) ) �;A( 1);  1 
  2, and so that ` � ) � (since  1 
  2 = ' 2 �,A( 1) � � , and A( 1) � �). It follows by condition (v) of De�nition 1 that 2 2 �, and so v( 2) 6= t by induction hypothesis. Now if v( 2) = f thenv(') = f 6= t, while if v( 2) = I then v(') = I 
 I = I 6= t.To show that v is a countermodel of � ) � it remains now to eliminate thepossibility that v(') = I for all ' 2 � [�. Well, had this been the case we wouldhave that v(p) = I for all p 2 A(� ) �), and so that A(� ) �) = I(� ) �).Since I(� ) �) � � , I(� ) �) � �, and ` I(� ) �) ) I(� ) �) (usingmingle), Lemma 1 would have implied then that ` � ) �. A contradiction.Theorem 7. Completeness and Cut-elimination for GRMm: A sequent� ) � in the language of GRMm is RMm-valid i� it has a proof in GRMmwithout cuts.



Proof: Assume that 6` � ) �. By lemma 2 there exists an unprovable sat-urated sequent � � ) �� such that A(� � ) ��) = A(� ) �), � � � �, and� � ��. These last 3 properties are easily seen to entail that every model of� ) � is also a model of � � ) ��.10 Hence the countermodel of � � ) ��given by lemma 3 is also a countermodel of � ) �.Corollary 5. (Completeness of GRMm)1. A sequent in the language of GRMm is RMm-valid i� it is provable inGRMm2. A sentence ' in the language of GRMm is valid inMft;Ig3 i�) ' is provablein GRMmCorollary 6. The system GRMm admits cut-elimination.Note: The last two corollaries were proved (using two unrelated proofs) alreadyin [Avr87] (but were known to relevance logicians much before).6 Four-Valued LogicsThere are basically 3 four-valued logics, di�ering according to the number ofdesignated truth-values in their matrices (1, 2, or 3). The most important ofthem is by far the one in which there are exactly two. We devote most of thissection to this useful logic.6.1 Belnap's Four-valued Logic and Its ExtensionsThe methods used above for three-valued logics can be extended with very slightchanges to four-valued logics in which there are exactly two designated elements.Let the truth values of these logics be t; f;>, and ?, where t and f are the clas-sical values. According to Belnap's suggestion in [Bel77b,Bel77a], > should rep-resent the truth-value of formulas about which there is inconsistent data (sucha formula is \both true and false"), while ? is the truth-value of formulas onwhich no data at all is available (\neither true nor false"). This intuition is thebasis of what is known as Belnap four-valued logic and of various extensionssuggested in the literature 11. Obviously, according to these interpretations > isthe four-valued counterpart of the 3-valued designated I , while ? is the coun-terpart of the 3-valued non-designated I . The corresponding four-valued matrixmay therefore be taken as a combination of the two 3-valued matrices. We makeour choice of connectives and their interpretations accordingly. In particular:the partial order �t we use for de�ning conjunction and disjunction is simplythe union of the partial orders which are used for this purpose in Mftg3 andMft;Ig3 (where I is replaced, respectively, by ? and >). �t is de�ned thereforeby: f �t >;? �t t.10 Note that the �rst one is crucial here, since ordinary monotonicity fails.11 Belnap's structure is nowadays known also as the basic (distributive) bi-lattice, and its logic | as the basic logic of (distributive) bilattices (see[Gin87,Gin88,Fit90b,Fit90a,Fit91,Fit94,AA94,AA96,AA98]).



De�nition 15. Let L4 = f:;_;^;�; f;?;>g.The matrix M4 = hM4; D4; O4i for L4 is de�ned as follows:{ M4 = ft; f;>;?g{ D4 = ft;>g{ The operations in O4 are de�ned by:1. :t = f; :f = t; :> = >; :? = ?2. � is de�ned like in De�nition 113. a _ b = sup�t(a; b); a ^ b = inf�t(a; b)4. The propositional constants f;? and > are interpreted by the correspond-ing truth values.We present now a Gentzen-type system which is strongly sound and completefor M4, and for which the (strong) cut-elimination theorem obtains. Since L4is a functionally complete set of connectives for 4-valued logics ([Avr99]), thisagain allows us to �nd a complete, cut-free Gentzen-type system for any 4-valuedlogic in which D = ft;>g.THE SYSTEM GM4: This is the systems obtained from GBS by adding to itthe following axioms: ? ) :? )) > ) :>Theorem 8. Strong Soundness, Completeness and Cut-elimination forGM4: A sequent s follows in M4 from S = f�1 ) �1; : : : ; �n ) �ng i� s has aproof in GM4 from S in which all cuts are done on formulas in Sni=1 �i[Sni=1�i.Proof: The new axioms concerning > and ? are obviously valid in M4. Hencethe strong soundness of GM4 easily follows from Theorem 4.The simultaneous proof of the strong completeness and of the strong Cut-elimination Theorem closely follows the proofs of Theorems 2 and 5. The maindi�erence is that this time to prove Lemma 2 (that if � � ) �� is S-saturated,then there is a model of S which is not a model of � � ) ��) we de�ne:v(p) = 8>><>>: t p 2 � �;:p 62 � � or p 62 ��;:p 2 ��? p 2 ��;:p 2 ��> p 2 � �;:p 2 � �f otherwiseAs usual, we next prove that v is well-de�ned, and that if ' 2 � � thenv(') 2 D4, while if ' 2 �� then v(') 62 D4. Details are left for the reader.Corollary 7. Strong Completeness of GM4:1. A sequent s follows in M4 from a set S of sequents i� S `GM4 s.2. � `M4 � i� � `GM4 �.



Corollary 8. (Strong Cut-elimination for GM4:1. s is derivable in GM4 from S = f�1 ) �1; : : : ; �n ) �ng i� it has a proofin GM4 from S in which all cuts are done on formulas in Sni=1 �i[Sni=1�i.2. `GM4 � ) � i� it has in GM4 a cut-free proof.Notes:1. Again from the proof of Theorem 8 it is clear that one may restrict theaxioms of GM4 to the case in which they contain only literals.2. The second parts of each of the last two corollaries were claimed in [Avr91a]and proved in [AA94]. The �rst parts are new here.3. The results of this section have the same applications here as in the 3-valuedcase. In fact, both of the resulting tableaux and resolution methods aresimpler here than in the 3-valued case, because the set of axioms is simplerin the present system than in its 3-valued counterparts.6.2 Other Four-valued LogicsExcept for the class just dealt with, there are two other possible classes of 4-valued logics: those with D = ftg, and those with D = ft;>;?g. These twoclasses are dual to each other: it is easy to see that a sequent � ) � isvalid according to one i� :� ) :� is valid according to the other (where: is the connective de�ned in the previous subsection, and :fA1; : : : ; Ang =f:A1; : : : ;:Ang). In principle it suÆces therefore to �nd an appropriate systemfor one of these cases. This can indeed be done by methods which are similar tothose used above. We demonstrate this claim for the case D = ftg in subsection7.2 below, using the four-valued G�odel's logic as a basis. We note, however, thatat present the known systems for the two other classes are more complicatedand less elegant than those in the case D = ft;>g.7 In�nite-valued Logics and Related LogicsUp to now, we have only considered three- or four-valued logics. In this sectionwe want to show that our methods may be applicable to n-valued logics with nhaving bigger values, and even to in�nite-valued logics.7.1 G�odel-Dummett LogicsIn [G�od86] G�odel introduced a sequence fGng (n � 2) of n-valued matrices. Heused these matrices to show some important properties of intuitionistic logic.An in�nite-valued matrix G! in which all the Gns can be embedded was laterintroduced by Dummett in [Dum59]. The logic of G! was axiomatized in thesame paper, and has been known since then as G�odel-Dummett's LC. It isprobably the most important intermediate logic, which turns up in several places,such as the provability logic of Heyting's Arithmetics ([Vis82]), and relevancelogic ([DM71]). Recently it has again attracted a lot of attention because of itsrecognition as one of the three most basic fuzzy logics ([Haj98]).



De�nition 16. Let LLC = f!;_;^; fg.1. The matrix G! = hG!; DLC ; OLCi for LLC is de�ned as follows:{ G! = N [ ft; fg 12{ DLC = ftg{ The operations in OLC are de�ned by:(a) a! b = � t a � bb a 6� bHere � is the usual order on N extended by a greatest element t anda smallest element f .(b) a _ b = max�(a; b) and a ^ b = min�(a; b).(c) The propositional constant f is interpreted by the corresponding truthvalue.2. LC = hLLC ;`G!i3. for n � 2 the matrix Gn is de�ned like G!, but its the set of truth values isjust f1; :::; n� 2g [ ft; fg.Notes:1. The matrices we have just de�ned are not those given by G�odel and Dum-mett, but their duals. We note also that for the application as a fuzzy logicit is more useful ([Haj98]) to use instead of N [ ft; fg the real interval [0,1],with 1 playing the role of t (and 0 that of f). This makes a di�erence onlywhen we consider inferences from in�nite theories.2. It is not diÆcult to see that LC is indeed a many-valued logic according toDe�nition 10, since � `G! � i� � `Gk �, where k is the number of atomicformulas occurring in � [�.A cut-free Gentzen-type formulation for LC was �rst given by Sonobe in[Son75]. His approach was improved in [AFM99] and [Dyc99]. All those systemshave, however, the serious drawback of using the following rule, which introducesan arbitrary number of implications, and has an arbitrary number of premises,all of which contain formulas of essential importance for the inference:f�; 'i )  i; �ig� ) � R!Here � contains exactly m > 0 implicational formulas 'i !  i; i = 1; : : : ;m(� may also contain some other kinds of formulas). �i denotes the multisetconsisting of exactly the m� 1 implicational formulas of � other than 'i !  i.An alternative sound and complete system GLCRS for LC has been givenin [AK01]. Like the former systems, GLCRS admits cut-elimination, but it doesnot have a rule with arbitrary number of premises. The idea behind GLCRS isagain to use noncanonical invertible rules which decompose formulas in a sequentinto simpler ones, until a set of \clauses" equivalent to the original sequent isreached. However, unlike in the 3-valued and 4-valued logics described above, in12 Instead of adding f one may identify it with the number 0.



GLCRS a \clause" is de�ned as a sequent consisting only of atomic formulas orimplications between atomic formulas. Accordingly, instead of having for eachconnective rules for its combinations with negation, we have rules for all itspossible combinations with !. The four needed rules for ! itself are:()! (!)) � ) �; 1 !  2; '!  2� ) �;'! ( 1 !  2)(! (!) )) �;  1 !  2 ) � �;'!  2 ) ��;'! ( 1 !  2) ) �() (!) !) � ) �;'2 !  �; '1 ! '2 ) �; � ) �; ('1 ! '2) !  ((!) !)) �; '2 !  ) �;'1 ! '2 �;  ) ��; ('1 ! '2) !  ) �The number of rules needed for each binary connective other than ! is six. Therules for _, for example, are:() _) � ) �;';  � ) �;' _  (_ )) �; ') � �; ) ��;' _  ) �() _ !) � ) �;'1 !  � ) �;'2 !  � ) �; ('1 _ '2) !  (_ !)) �; '1 !  ; '2 !  ) ��; ('1 _ '2) !  ) �()! _) � ) �;'!  1; '!  2� ) �;'! ( 1 _  2)(! _ )) �; '!  1 ) � �;'!  2 ) ��;'! ( 1 _  2) ) �Like in the previous cases, these rules are not suÆcient for completeness. Weneed to have also means for determining which \clauses" (or \basic sequents")are valid. The straightforward way of doing so is again to add appropriate non-standard axioms. Unfortunately, the needed axioms are here much more compli-cated than those employed in the 3-valued and 4-valued cases described above:De�nition 17. Let � ) � be a clause of GLCRS .{ We say that (p � q) 2 (� ) �) i� (p! q) 2 � .{ We say that (t � q) 2 (� ) �) i� q 2 � .{ We say that (p < q) 2 (� ) �) i� (q ! p) 2 �.{ We say that (q < t) 2 (� ) �) i� q 2 �.{ Let p; q be either atomic formulas or t 13. We say that (p / q) 2 (� ) �) i�either (p � q) 2 (� ) �) or (p < q) 2 (� ) �).13 Note that in this paper t is not an oÆcial symbol of the language of LC. Here,however, it is used in the metalanguage.



{ A sequence q1; : : : ; ql (where qi is either atomic or t) is called a strictlyincreasing sequence for � ) � if (qj / qj+1) 2 (� ) �) for 1 � j � l � 1,and either (qi < qi+1) 2 (� ) �) for some 1 � i � l � 1, or q1 = t; ql = f .The axioms of the system GLCRS 14 are those clauses for which there exists astrictly increasing sequence q1 : : : ql such that either q1 = ql, or q1 = t, or ql = f .As we noted above, the system GLCRS is sound and complete for LC, andthe cut-elimination theorem obtains for it. The proofs given to this in [AK01]can easily be extended to proofs of the corresponding strong versions of thesefacts by applying the method used in this paper. We omit the details.To get a system GLCkRS with similar properties for the �nite k-valued G�odel-Dummett logic, one needs to add as axioms all basic sequents s having a strictlyincreasing sequence q1 : : : ql such that for at least k di�erent qi's, (qi < qi+1) 2 s.Instead of enriching the set of axioms, an alternative approach presented in[AK01] is to employ special analytic simpli�cation rules. Those needed for thein�nite-valued LC are:Transitivity: �; p! q; q ! r; p! r ) ��; p! q; q ! r ) �Left maximality: �; p! q; p; q ) ��; p! q; p) �Right maximality: � ) �; q ! p; p� ) �; q ! pLinearity: �; p! q ) �; q ! p� ) �; q ! pMinimality of f : �; p! f; f ! p) ��; p! f ) �Note: All the logical rules of the systems described in this subsection have whatmight be called the semi-subformula property: written in Polish notation, everyformula in their premises either appears in their conclusion or is obtained fromsome formula there by deleting some of its symbols. This is not very di�erentfrom the usual subformula property. The simpli�cation rules, in contrast, donot have this property. Nevertheless, each of them is still analytic in the sensethat its possible premises (for any potential conclusion) are determined by itsconclusion, they are �nite in number, and can be found e�ectively. These rulesare close in nature to analytic cuts (see section 7.3), but they are simpler.7.2 The Four-valued Logic with a Single Designated ElementThe matrix G4 is a four-valued matrix in which D = ftg. The correspondingsystem GLC4RS can therefore be used as a basis for an appropriate Gentzen-typesystem for the universal four-valued logic in which there is exactly one designatedtruth-value. The main problem in doing so is that the set of connectives of this14 In [AK01] this version with new axioms is called GLC�RS .



matrix is not functionally complete. It can however be shown that by addingto LLC the connective : as well as the propositional constants > and ?, andby giving these new connectives the same interpretations they have in M4, onedoes obtain a language with a functionally complete set of connectives. Let uscall the corresponding matrix Mftg4 15. To get a sound and complete systemfor Mftg4 , all we need to do is to add to GLC4RS appropriate rules and axiomsfor the new connectives. Now GLC4RS is based on the idea of using invertiblerules for reducing any sequent to a set of \clauses" in the sense of GLCRS . Theconnective : should therefore be treated here exactly as _ and ^ (and so itsrole here is completely di�erent from the one it has in GM4). In other words:we should �nd for it a full set of decomposition rules (i.e.: invertible sound ruleswhich make it possible to get rid of it in backward reasoning). It is not diÆcultto show that the following six rules constitute such a set:(: )) �;A! f ) ��;:A) �() :) � ) �;A! f� ) �;:A(: !)) �;A) � �;B ) � �;A! B ) �;A! f�; (:A) ! B ) �() : !) �;A! f ) �;B � ) �;A;A! B� ) �; (:A) ! B(! : )) �;A! f ) � �;B ! f ) � �;A! B ) �;B�;A! :B ) �()! :) �;B ) �;A! f � ) �;A! B;B ! f� ) �;A! :BNote: These rules for : are sound and invertible also in G! , provided the inter-pretation of : is given by: :a =8<:f a = tt a = fa otherwiseIt follows that by adding these rules toGLCRS andGLCkRS we get systems whichare strongly sound and complete for the corresponding extended matrices, andin which the strong cut elimination theorem obtains.Returning to Mftg4 , we should take into account also the fact that its lan-guage includes the constants > and ?. Their presence is not relevant to the15 Note that the interpretations of _ and ^ in Mftg4 is not identical to interpretationsthey have in M4!



decomposition rules, but is relevant to the question what \clauses" (i.e.: basicsequents) should be taken as axioms (because now the set of atomic formulasincludes these two new constants). It is not diÆcult to see that what we shoulddo is to add to the axioms of GLC4RS all basic sequents s for which there existsa strictly increasing sequence q1 : : : ql satisfying one of the following conditions:1. q1 = > and there are at least two di�erent i's such that (qi < qi+1) 2 s2. ql = ? and there are at least two di�erent i's such that (qi < qi+1) 2 s3. q1 = ? and there are at least three di�erent i's such that (qi < qi+1) 2 s4. ql = > and there are at least three di�erent i's such that (qi < qi+1) 2 sBy a straightforward adaption of the proofs given in [AK01] one can shownow that the resulting system GMftg4 is strongly sound and complete for Mftg4 ,and that the strong cut elimination theorem obtains for it.7.3 The Modal S5In this subsection we present one important example of the use of an impure rule:the standard Gentzen-type system for the modal logic S5. Like most other modallogics, S5 has a well-known (particularly simple) possible-worlds semantics: Aframe for S5 is a pair hW; vi where W is a nonempty set (of \possible-worlds")and v is a function which assigns to each sentence in the language of S5 a subsetofW , so that v(A_B) = v(A)[v(B), v(A^B) = v(A)\v(B), v(:A) = W�v(A),and v(2A) = W if v(A) = W , ; otherwise. A sentence A is true in a world w 2Wif w 2 v(A), and valid in W if it true in all worlds of W (i.e.: if v(A) = W ). Itis obvious that a frame may be viewed as a pair of a matrix and a valuation init. In fact, a slight generalization of this semantical characterization of S5 hadalready been given in [Scr51] (much before the Kripke-style semantics of thissystem was discovered). This many-valued semantics of S5 is given in the nextde�nition.De�nition 18. Let L2 = f:;_;^;2g.A matrix A = hA;DA; OAi for L2 is called an S5-matrix if:{ f0; 1g � A (0 6= 1){ DA = f1g{ hA;_;^;:; 1; 0i is a Boolean Algebra{ 2a = �1 a = 10 a 6= 1It has been proved in [Scr51] that (the Hilbert-type formulation of) S5 issound and complete for the class of S5-matrices. Moreover: if a sentence ' inthe language of S5 is not a theorem of S5, then it is refutable in some �nitestructure of this type (with at most 22n elements, where n is the number ofatomic formulas occurring in '). All these �nite matrices are embeddable in one



denumerable matrix, which is characteristic for S5. Hence S5 is many-valuedlogic according to De�nition 1016.We present now GS5, the standard Gentzen-type system for S5 (originallyintroduced in [OM57]). This system is obtained from GCPL by adding to it thefollowing two simple rules:(2)) '; � ) �2'; � ) � � ) �;'� ) �;2' () 2)There is, however, a side condition on the application of () 2), which makesthis rule impure: all the side formulas (i.e., the formulas of � and �) shouldbegin with 2 (an equivalent version demands them only to be essentially modal,in the sense that each occurrence of an atomic formula should be within thescope of a 2).De�nition 19.1. Let s be the sequent A1; : : : ; An ) B1; : : : ; Bk. 's, the standard interpreta-tion of s, is the sentence :A1 _ : : : _ :An _ B1 _ : : : _ Bk.2. A model of a sequent s in the language L2 is a pair hA; vi where A is anS5-matrix, and v is a valuation in A such that v('s) = 1 (in particular:hA; vi is a model of ) ' i� it is a model of ').3. A sequent s follows in S5 from a set S of sequents if every model of S isalso a model of s.Theorem 9. Strong Soundness of GS5: If a sequent s has a proof in GS5from a set S of sequents then it follows in S5 from S.We leave the easy proof to the reader. As usual, we want next to turn to asimultaneous proof for GS5 of strong completeness and strong cut elimination.There is a problem, though: the cut elimination theorem is not valid for GS5.However, we have a satisfactory substitute: the possibility to eliminate non-analytic cuts:De�nition 20. A cut in a proof of a sequent s from a set S of sequents is calledanalytic if the cut formula is a subformula of some formula in S [ fsg.Theorem 10. Strong Completeness and Analytic Cut-elimination forGS5: A sequent s follows in S5 from S = f�1 ) �1; : : : ; �n ) �ng i� ithas a proof in GS5 from S in which every cut is done either on a formula inSni=1 �i[Sni=1�i, or on a subformula of the form 2A of some formula in S[fsg.Proof: Again the proof follows to a great extent that of Theorem 2. Given Swe de�ne �rst an S-proof as a proof which is permitted by the formulation ofthe theorem. We then de�ne when a a sequent � � ) �� is S-saturated like inthe proof of Theorem 2, but with two more conditions:16 As far as I know, this is not true for other famous Modal Logics.Modal Logics.



(A) If 2' 2 � � then ' 2 � �.(B) If 2' is a subformula of a formula in � � [�� then 2' 2 � � [��.It is easy to prove that if a sequent s has no S-proof then it can be extendedto an S-saturated sequent consisting only of subformulas of formulas in S [fsg.It remains therefore to show that if s = � � ) �� is S-saturated then there is amodel of S which is not a model of s. For this let W be the set of all S-saturatedsequents � ) � which consist only of subformulas of formulas in s, and whichsatisfy the following condition for every formula A:(�) 2A 2 � i� 2A 2 � �(by condition (B) this implies that also 2A 2 � i� 2A 2 ��). W is obviously�nite, and P (W ) is a Boolean Algebra with the usual operations of union, inter-section etc. This Boolean Algebra can be extended to an S-matrix in a uniqueway. Let A be this S-matrix. De�ne a valuation v in it by:v(p) = f� ) � 2 W j p 2 �gWe show next by induction on complexity of formulas that for every � ) � 2Wand every sentence ', if ' 2 � then � ) � 2 v('), while if ' 2 � then� ) � 62 v('). Most of the induction steps are straightforward. We do here thecase ' = 2 :{ Assume 2 2 � . Then by the de�nition of W , 2 belongs to the antecedentsof all the sequents in W . Hence by condition (A) so does  itself. It followsthat v( ) = W , and so also v(2 ) = W . In particular: � ) � 2 v(2 ).{ Assume 2 2 �. Let 2(� �) and 2(��) be the sets of boxed formulas in� � and �� (respectively). The sequent 2(� �) ) 2(��);  does not havean S-proof (since otherwise so would have � � ) ��, using an applicationof () 2) and weakenings), and so it can be extended to an S-saturatedsequent �# ) �#, consisting only of subformulas of formulas in � � ) ��.Since � � ) �� satis�es condition (B), �# ) �# cannot have new boxedformulas in addition to those in 2(� �) ) 2(��);  , and so �# ) �# is inW . By induction hypothesis we have therefore that �# ) �# 62 v( ), andso v(2 ) = ;. In particular: � ) � 62 v(2 ).It can easily be seen that hA; vi is a model of A1; : : : ; An ) B1; : : : ; Bk i�for every s 2 W , either s 2 v(Bi) for some i, or s 62 v(Aj) for some j. Hencewhat we have just shown imply that hA; vi is a model of S which is not a modelof � � ) �� (the proof that this entails the validity in hA; vi of the sequents inS is similar to the way this is done in the proof of Theorem 2).Corollary 9. Strong Completeness of GS5:1. A sequent s follows in S5 from a set S of sequents i� S `GS5 s.2. A formula ' is valid in S5 i� `GS5) '.Corollary 10. (Strong Analytic Cut-elimination for GS5:



1. A sequent s follows in GS5 from S = f�1 ) �1; : : : ; �n ) �ng i� it hasa proof in GS5 from S in which every cut is done either on a formula inSni=1 �i [Sni=1�i, or on a subformula of the form 2A of some formula inS [ fsg.2. `GS5 s i� there exists a proof in GS5 of s in which all the cuts are analyticand are performed on formulas of the form 2 .This corollary suÆces for the subformula property, and for developing a goodtableaux system for S5.Note: `GS5, the standard consequence relation de�ned by GS5, is di�erentfrom that induced by the many-valued semantics described above (for example:' `S5 2' according to that semantics, but the sequent ') 2' is not provablein GS5). What we do have is that � `GS5 � i� '�)� is valid according to thissemantics.177.4 The In�nite-valued Purely Relevant LogicSubstructural logics ([SHD93]) are logics de�ned by Gentzen-type systems withan irregular set of structural rules (the \regular" set being the one consistingof the standard structural rules, weakening, and cut). The oÆcial consequencerelation associated with a logic of this kind is therefore not a Scott consequencerelation in the sense of De�nition 1. Its set of valid formulas may still correspond,however, to some many-valued logic. In subsection 5.3 we have already seen anexample in which this happens with a 3-valued logic. We now shortly reviewanother example, this time with an in�nite-valued logic.The system GRMIm is obtained from GCPL by simply deleting the weak-ening rule18 (or from GRMm of subsection 5.3 by deleting the mingle rule. Notethat again we assume that the two sides of a sequent consists of sets. In otherwords: although we do not have weakening, the expansion rule is still available).It is easy to prove, using Gentzen's original purely syntactic method, that cut-elimination still obtains for this system. Moreover: a strong form of the interpola-tion theorem holds for it: ) '!  is provable only if there exists an interpolant� containing only atomic formulas common to ' and  19. This puts the corre-sponding logic, RMIm, in the family of Relevance logics (in which framework it17 `GS5 corresponds to the \truth" consequence relation of modal logic, while theTarskian consequence relation between singleton sequents which is induced by GS5corresponds to its \validity" consequence relation (see [Avr91b] for these notions).The fact that these CRs are di�erent is due to the impurity of the rules of GS5.18 In the literature on relevance logic (including [Avr84], from which the results beloware taken) the symbols �, !, Æ, + are used instead of :, �, ^, _ (respectively). Weuse therefore these symbols below, except that instead of Æ we use 
, which is morecommon today (recall that we did the same in section 5.3).19 Unlike in classical logic, such atomic formulas necessarily exist in case ) ' !  isprovable in GRMIm. This is called the \variable sharing property" in the literatureon relevance logics ([AB75,AB92,Dun86]), and it is the most characteristic featureof these logics.



was originally introduced and investigated). In [Avr84] it was proved that it isalso weakly many-valued according to De�nition 10. The corresponding matrix,called A! in [Avr84], is the following:Truth Values: ft; f; I1; I2; I3 : : :g.Designated Values: All elements except f .Operations: � t = f , � f = t, � Ij = Ij (1 � j <1).a! b = ( t a = f or b = tIj a = b = Ijf otherwise .a+ b =� a! b a
 b =� (a!� b)Like G! , A! can be viewed as the \limit" of its �nite substructures. Indeed, letAn be the substructure of A! consisting of ft; f; I1; : : : ; Ing. Then we have:Theorem 11. A formula ' is valid in A! (or in all of the �nite structures An)i� `GRMIm) '. Moreover, if ' contains n atomic formulas and 6`GRMIm) 'then there is a valuation which refutes ' already in An.It follows that the logic of the matrix A! is weakly many-valued accordingto De�nition 10, and that GRMIm is sound and weakly complete relative to it.Notes:1. Again we have here only weak completeness. Indeed, GRMIm is not stronglycomplete for A! (thus A 
 B `A! A, but the corresponding sequent is notprovable in GRMIm).2. In [Avr97] it is proved that the logic of the matrix A! is in fact many-valuedaccording to De�nition 10 (not only weakly so).3. This is the only case dealt with in this survey in which the present knownproofs of the completeness of the system and of the cut elimination theo-rem for it are completely separated. It is an interesting challenge to �nd asimultaneous proof of both in this case as well.References[AA94] Ofer Arieli and Arnon Avron, \Logical bilattices and inconsistent data", inProc. 9th IEEE Annual Symp. on Logic in Computer Science (LICS'94),pp. 468{476, IEEE Press, 1994.[AA96] Ofer Arieli and Arnon Avron, \Reasoning with logical bilattices", J. of Logic,Language and Information, vol. 5, no. 1, pp. 25{63, 1996.[AA98] Ofer Arieli and Arnon Avron, \The value of four values", Arti�cial Intelli-gence, vol. 102, no. 1, pp. 97{141, 1998.
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